Alteryx Designer Cloud is an intuitive solution that empowers you to blend disparate data for faster results. Using repeatable drag-and-drop workflows, you can quickly profile, prepare, and blend all of your data without having to write code or custom scripts. And now you can expand access to analytics with a cloud-based experience that allows anyone in the organization, even Mac users, to accelerate from questions to answers.

**Cleanse, Prep and Blend**

In no time at all, create visual analytic models of any business process using your browser. Transform your simple and complex data into business outcomes with no-code automated building blocks that quickly integrate with your most-used cloud applications, databases, spreadsheets, documents, and more. Every workflow and analysis can be shared between Designer Cloud and Designer Desktop.

**FROM RAW DATA TO READY-TO-USE RESULTS**

**Combine data** – From the cloud, on the ground, from Excel, wherever – no unique identifying factors, no problem

**Available to all** – Cloud deployment makes analytics scalable to anyone in the enterprise

**Visually represented process** – Annotated workflows make it easy for anyone to follow the entire journey of your data

“I’m able to take hours of work and literally pull it out in a three-minute workflow. Alteryx helps us be strategic, and I think that’s what I’m most excited about.”

**AMY ROLL**

Manager of Compensation Data Analytics, Bae Systems
Track your Data’s Journey

Workflows that solve valuable business processes should be shareable. Traditional spreadsheets make it difficult for others to follow your logic from beginning to end — Enter Designer Cloud. The analytic canvas visually documents every part of your analysis so anyone can trace it. From data input to transformation and output, it’s all annotated for others to follow and repeat. Every process is repeatable, and workflows can be automated to output to a variety of cloud and on-premise data sources, powering faster business decisions.

Scale Access From One to Many

We want to take the pain out of administration. Easily scale your Alteryx deployment from your first few seats into a widespread, inter-departmental analytics ecosystem leveraged by thousands of users. Insights can be accessed on a browser. No installation, no download permissions, no Windows machine limitations, and no hassle. Between Designer Cloud and Designer Desktop, we have a broad depth of functionality that meets the needs of all data workers, from data novice to data warrior.

ABOUT ALTERYX

As a global leader in analytic process automation (APA), Alteryx unifies analytics, data science and business process automation in one, end-to-end platform to accelerate digital transformation. Organizations of all sizes, all over the world, rely on the Alteryx Analytic Process Automation Platform to deliver high-impact business outcomes and the rapid upskilling of their modern workforce.

access all Alteryx tools through central interface